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Abstract
Object detection in the field of computer vision stands to be a crucial and critical task for object and scene
recognition, employment of object recognition is vast in field of surveillance and artificial intelligence. In this
paper, we are presenting an Intelligence Transportation system (ITS) for effective vehicle tracking and traffic
analysis. Adaptive motion model along with spatiotemporal particle guiding and template update strategies are
available for tracking vehicles using airborne particles from an airplane or UAV ( Un manned Aerial Vehicle ).
We are proposing to apply the same terminology to trace vehicles from front view by locating camera on the
lamp posts or signal posts available in congested areas of the city. This method will be utilized for vehicle
detection and segmentation by eliminating its shadow duplicate by using IOOPL algorithm. The vehicle details
will be recorded in log for future verification.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Traffic analysis is a tedious task in cities particularly when there is more congestion in traffic prevails.
These traffic congestions occur in areas where the demands in traffic cannot be met or serviced. The application
of sensors does not seem to be far effective for vehicle tracking in such areas. This is where automated vehicle
tracking using airborne image sequences can be employed. The efficient tracking methodology is used to track
individual particle cloud in the search area based on the airborne particles in the vehicle boundary such as
humidity, dust etc. There are conventional methods along with spatiotemporal particle guiding and template
update strategy approaches are used to filter the particles representing the vehicle in order track the vehicle.
However the available method does not store the information of the tracked vehicles in the log can be used for
future reference. We propose the usage of particle filtering concept to capture the vehicles from front using
cameras installed on lamp posts available in congested areas.
ITS refer to the integration of information and communication. Information refers to the stand alone
data that the user would get from video surveillance cameras and traffic analysis results. Communication refers
to the C-ITS (Cooperative Intelligence Transportation System) information from the transportation
infrastructure. C-ITS refers to the pervasive capability of vehicles in terms of taking actions instantaneously
with respect to the unstable environment. This includes various in-car technologies such as ABS (automatic
breaking system) and other such pervasive capabilities in order to enhance road safety and driver experience.
Intelligence transport system is generally used to improve Particle filters are normally employed for the
purpose of filtering out the particles individually from a congested environment where it is difficult to locate the
number of particles individually. We employ these particle filters for the purpose of tracking each and every
vehicle travelling on the road individually. These filters help us to track down the individual vehicle trajectories
effectively which is based on the calculated state vector x for each vehicle. The vehicles are represented with the
help of rectangular region of fixed size. The state vector value is calculated by the particle filter by employing
the concept of Sequential Importance Resampling method [5]. The main idea is representing the posterior
p(xt|y1:t), at time t and the sequence of measurements are given as y1:t = (y1, . . . , yt). New particles are
sampled from the importance function at each step. The importance function is to be chosen as prior, which in
turn indicates the motion model of each vehicle. After which, the associated weights are calculated using the
1. The
principle of sequential importance sampling and the results are normalized with respect to
w
calculation of weights involves evaluating the likelihood function which is determined with the help of
observation model. A resampling procedure is done to avoid degeneracy of particles. The resampled particle set
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is generated by simulating new samples with respect to the old particles weight distribution. The set of weighted
particles are thus replaced with the set of uniformly weighted particles. The performance of these particle filters
are determined by the choice of importance function. The approximation of the posterior would give us
irrelevant results if the importance function is not chosen well. However, particles cannot be directly sampled
from this likelihood function as it requires other strategies to integrate the current measurements into sampling
process. Finally, weighted mean shift clustering of particles is done. It is important to note that each vehicle is
tracked with the help of an individual tracker. If we use a joint state particle filter for tracking multiple vehicles
that would ultimately increase the computational complexity to a greater extent.
We the road safety, transportation, economic performance and environment existence. ITS can be
applied to any short of transportation such as road, air, water, rail and the service applicable for both passengers
and freight transport.
II. RELATED WORK
Objects are usually embedded into context. Object detection task can be done with the help of Visual
context, but it doesn’t work in object tracking Helmut Grabner1 et al. The author proposed studies that used to
determine the object of interest position, his approach exploits the General Hough Transform Strategy. By using
this approach the object position can be evaluated without viewing it directly (e.g., fully occluded or outside of
the image region)[1].
An IOOPL method is obtained for shadow detection and removal. The original image is segmented
first to remove false shadows. Inner-outer outline profile line matching is used for shadow removal, respect to
the shadows boundary line to get original image. The authors have used a shadow removal method based on
IOOPL for the purpose of recovering the shadow areas in an image. The shadow boundary separating the
shadow and non-shadow regions represents the same type of object with respect to the probability data. The
authors have also concluded that the shadow boundary can be contracted inward and expanded outward for the
purpose of identifying the inner and outer outlines of the object. This information can be used for generating the
outline profile lines. This method is proposed by Hongya Zhang [2].
Jens Leitloff et al have worked on vehicle tracking in high resolution satellite. Since most of the
vehicle tracking scenario are based on fixed installed sensors available on bridges and also with the help of
cameras, the major part of the traffic available on main roads could not be observed properly. Due to the fact
that satellites can provide large scale image even with higher resolution with the help of optical sensor system,
the authors have proposed a methodology for detecting vehicles effectively from optical satellite images. The
methodology contains a combination of Adaptive Boosting and Haar like features for generating hypothesis for
each vehicle. A technique was also used in their proposal for the purpose of detecting vehicle queues and to
avoid merging of vehicles in different illumination changes .The authors have also described an approach for
detection of vehicles that are either moving or stationary using which the speed of the vehicles also can be
determined [3]. Xianbin Cao et al have worked on Airborne Vehicle detection to be equipped in UAV
(unmanned aerial vehicle). Though these systems are having certain merits, they have several disadvantages in
terms of scene complexity, UAV motion. In order to overcome these demerits, the authors have proposed a new
framework of multi motion analysis for the purpose of detecting and tracking vehicles from UAV [4].
III. VEHICLE TRACKING USING AIRBORNE PARTICLES
A. Efficient Motion Model
There are conventional methods for tracking vehicles efficiency in many ways since it tracks a vehicle
even when the motion model doesn’t fit the original motion of the vehicle which includes auxiliary filters [7]
and deterministic search [8] Isabella Szottka et al [5] have worked effectively on Advanced Particle Filtering for
Airborne Vehicle Tracking in Urban Areas. The authors have designed the importance function based on the
motion model of the vehicle which includes current measurements that helped them in placing the particles in
region of high likelihood. There is another important property to be considered regarding the airborne particles
which is white noise. The spreading of particles across the search space is determined by the variance of the
noise. If the variance of noise is higher, it enables the particles to capture the abrupt motion of the vehicle which
in turn increases the efficiency of the tracker. A small noise may concentrate the particles at the position which
is predicted by the motion model. This represents the preciseness of the tracker. They have made sure that the
efficiency and preciseness should be balanced at any case.
The particles were normally sampled in a consecutive manner and their weights were determined. The
authors have assumed that the weight ranges between 0 and 1. The noise increases monotonically staring from 0
, which is usually determined by the limits of the safe driving condition of
and reaches a maximum value
the vehicle. The range of increase in noise depends on the weight of the previously sampled particle, the
standard deviation of the noise and the index i of the current particle. The increase in noise would be moderate
as long as the particles obtain a high weight. This specifies that the vehicle is tracked correctly which reduces
the chance of false alarm. The noise increases strongly if the particle weights are low in order to spread out the
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particles in a wide area to capture the position of the vehicle. This property of the efficient model enables the
noise to adapt to the quality of the sampled particles which leads to a more efficient search space.
The particles are preceded in descending order with respect to their weights before resampling in the
previous step. Particles with high weights represent the exact vehicle state and the notion model without noise
represents the true motion of the vehicle and it propagates to capture the vehicle in the next frame.
B. Spatiotemporal Guiding
The information of the closely located vehicle (near the target vehicle) can be used to provide
knowledge to the tracker regarding the path to be taken by the target vehicle. They have utilized a method to
understand the road map layout from the driving directions of the vehicle which are closer to the targeted
vehicle.
The authors said that a vehicle would most probably move in the direction of the vehicle moving before
it in a highway. In order to integrate this into the tracker, the authors are changed the direction of a fraction of
particles which obviously moves in the direction of the vehicle moving in front of the target vehicle. Replacing
the direction of the fraction of particles is determined by the quality of the last estimate of the state of current
vehicle along with the estimate of the current vehicle. The greater the fraction, last estimate from the current
vehicle is less reliable and more reliable the estimate from the closest vehicle. The quality of the estimate is
determined by the weight of the corresponding cluster from the mean shifting algorithm. The fraction of
particles F from the total number of N particles that is assigned the new direction id determined by
)
F = 4 (NWhere
represents the weight of the state estimate of the closest vehicle and
represents the current
vehicle weight estimate in the last frame. The factor 4, which is meant for scaling, is determined experimentally.
This process may misguide the particles at junctions or turnings where the succeeding may take another way
instead of taking the way in which the target vehicle moves. However remember that only a small fraction of
particles F is taking the direction of the successor and it is impossible to reach the total number of particles N
which in turn increases the tracker efficiency.
C. Template update Strategy
The tracker would be having a template for each tracking vehicle which would be compared with the
newly recorded image every time. But due to the low frame rate along with the illumination changes, the blurred
image updated into the template would cause template drift problem to occur. To overcome this, the authors
have make the tracker update template based on both shape and color histogram since if any one of these two
alone is considered, there is a great chance of updating the template in a wrong way [5].
IV. AIRBORNE VEHICLE TRACKING FROM FRONT CAMERA IMAGES
Though the work of Isabella in [5] has lot of advantages in vehicle tracking, it has several constraints
which are to be noted such as:
[a] The camera used for tracking vehicles is always in motion along with the traffic.
[b] In addition to that, the view used in their research was top view.
What would be the case if these constraints are not met? We have conducted our research in a way of
answering the above question in order to enhance this efficient existing methodology. To provide an answer to
this query, we have considered the traffic videos recorded using static cameras attached to the signals or lamp
posts which are available in congested area of the cities. This approach does not satisfy the given constraints
since the camera is static and the traffic is recorded from a camera placed at the front not at the top.
Particle filters are used for robust tracking of vehicles .These filters are normally employed for the
purpose of filtering out the particles individually from a congested environment where it is difficult to locate the
number of particles individually. We employ these particle filters for the purpose of tracking each and every
vehicle travelling on the road individually. These filters help us to track down the individual vehicle trajectories
effectively which is based on the calculated state vector x for each vehicle. The vehicles are represented with the
help of rectangular region of fixed size. The state vector value is calculated by the particle filter by employing
the concept of Sequential Importance Resampling method [5].
The main idea is representing the posterior p(xt|y1:t), at time t and the sequence of measurements are
given as y1:t = (y1, . . . , yt). New particles are sampled from the importance function at each step. The
importance function is to be chosen as prior, which in turn indicates the motion model of each vehicle. After
which, the associated weights are calculated using the principle of sequential importance sampling and the
1. The calculation of weights involves evaluating the
results are normalized with respect to
w
likelihood function which is determined with the help of observation model. A resampling procedure is done to
avoid degeneracy of particles. The resampled particle set is generated by simulating new samples with respect to
the old particles weight distribution. The set of weighted particles are thus replaced with the set of uniformly
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weightedd particles. The performannce of these particle filterrs are determ
mined by the choice of im
mportance
function. The approxim
mation of thee posterior woould give us irrrelevant resuults if the impportance functtion is not
w
Howeverr, particles caannot be direcctly sampled from this likeelihood functiion as it requ
uires other
chosen well.
strategiess to integrate the current measurements
m
i
into
sampling
g process. Finnally, weighteed mean shift clustering
of particlles is done. It is important to note that each vehicle iss tracked withh the help of aan individual tracker.
t
If
we use a joint state parrticle filter forr tracking mulltiple vehicless, that would ultimately
u
incrrease the comp
putational
o multiple vehhicles, we proopose the use of
o IOOPL
complexiity to a greateer extent. In orrder for efficieent tracking of
algorithm
m. The blockk diagram for the
t proposed approach
a
is sh
hown in figuree 1.
Traffic surveiillance is donne with the hellp of front cam
mera and the noise is remooved from thee recorded
mination of baackground whhich is follow
wed by the
video annd the frames are encoded. The next steep is the elim
detectionn of edges. Thhe next step iss the removal of shadow [9
9] and the inddividual cars inn order to ideentify cars
separately from a conggested traffic videos.
v

Fig.1. Bloock Diagram for Traffic
T
Surveillan
nce using IOOPL
L algorithm

The resultant frame from thhe previous sttep is followed by the treatm
ment of IOOP
PL algorithm. The main
hem along
use of thiis algorithm iss the efficientt removal of shhadows from the target vehhicles in orderr to identify th
with the boundaries annd edges deteccted clearly. Shadow
S
removal [10] emplloys a series oof steps. We extract
e
the
on of inner annd outer outlinne lines are do
one by the
inner andd outer outlinees of the shadow boundary.. The indicatio
inner–ouuter outline proofile lines (IO
OOPLs). The grayscale
g
valu
ues of the corrresponding points on Hom
mogeneous
sections are obtained through
t
IOOP
PL sectional matching.
m
At the
t final stagee, we use the homogeneouss sections,
c
paarameters betw
ween the shad
dow and non-shadow regioons in order to
o separate
the relatiive radiation calibration
them andd shadow rem
moval is perfformed. In adddition to thiss, we have employed
e
the use of spatio
otemporal
bottlenecck mining (ST
TBM) [6] whicch is explainedd in the follow
wing section.
A. Backk end system
OBU would be
b having threee states nameely dispatched
d, occupied annd available bbased on the sttate of the
vehicle (here we are considering
c
a taxi). There would
w
be a diispatching cennter, which deecides each tim
me which
w
be havinng all inform
mation about all
a vehicles w
with respect to
o the data
taxi is too be dispatcheed next. It would
received from OBU. The
T normal funnction of OBU
U is to record
d the speed, traaffic and posittion of the veh
hicle with
O
All the traffic
t
inform
mation across the
t way since the taxi startts from its
respect too the predefinned rules in OBU.
source unntil it reaches its destinationn would be reecorded and will
w be given too the back endd system via th
he mobile
network. Each packeet uploaded innto the backennd system wo
ould be considdered as a TIIS (Traffic In
nformation
Spot) whhich is reported to the backeend system evvery 15 minutees when the taaxi gets dispattched. There is another
term callled TNS (Traaffic Networkk Snapshot) which
w
usually provides a global
g
view of traffic statu
us. Traffic
status onn a weekday would
w
have 8 snapshots. Itt is to be noteed that all these data such as TNS, TIS would be
stored in TIDB (Traffiic Informationn Database).
STBM dooes the follow
wing:
(a) The first stepp is to collect,, clean and transfer data frrom LBS into TIDB by ideentifying the vehicle
v
id
along with itss location andd also integraating urban ro
oad network database
d
in GIIS (Global In
nformation
System).
(b) The above geenerated trafficc information would be storred in TIDB containing
c
TIS
S and TNS.
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(c) Next we can categorize ST
TPs by object and area leveel patterns whhich are minedd from TIDB using any
m
process.
kind of data mining
(d) Object level patterns
p
identiify the featurees of congested
d network objjects which arre then transfo
ormed into
STB. Area leevel patterns are used to iddentify trafficc demands whhich are then transformed into STB
using SHC (S
Spatiotemporaal Heuristics Algorithm).
A
The implementation of IOO
OPL algorithm
m is done in several
s
steps which
w
involvee individual reemoval of
boundaries in the leftt, right, top annd bottom coorner of the frame.
f
The piece of code uused for the extracting
e
frames iss shown in figuure 2.

Fig.2. Piecee of code for fram
me extraction

V. EXPE
ERIMENTAL RESULTS
The experimeental result haave been conduucted with a frame
f
form thee default trafffic video availlable from
the MAT
TLAB video dataset and the identificaation of indiv
vidual cars after
a
removingg the background and
detectionn of edges whhich is shownn in figure 3. Experimental results havee proved that an acceptable level of
accuracyy have been achieved with the help of IOOPL
I
algoriithm. Even thhough region ggrowing algorithm can
achieve effective
e
resuults when we track vehiclees from the to
op and is alsso notable thaat the vehiclees and the
camera should be in motion.
m
But whhen we use it while trackin
ng from the froont, this will nnot work out and that’s
m
use of IO
OOPL algorithhm in our prooposed method
dology.
why we make

Fig.3. Idenntification of indiividual cars

V CONCLUSIO
VI.
ON
A successfull framework for employinng video proccessing algorithms in the traffic surveeillance is
mented using MATLAB toool. The prop
posed framew
work has the advantage of
o parallel
analyzedd and implem
processinng multiple veehicles in a single video fraame with high
h precision IO
OOPL algorithhm. The estim
mated time
consumpption of the proposed alggorithm will vary based on
o the hardw
ware processoor performan
nce and a
PENTIU
UM I5 processsor is the leasst requirementt for the high
h speed vehiclle tracking thhe implementeed vehicle
detectionn and extractioon in a trafficc video will bee extended fo
or vehicle recoognition in thee fore coming
g phase of
work witth the text trannscription of thhe classified vehicle
v
status.
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